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Purpose of the Role 

Berwick UK has grown through having a challenger-brand mentality, and client acquisition has been 

central to this. We recognise the importance of collaboration and acting with transparency and 

integrity, and this is manifest in how we win and deal with clients. 

This is a business-critical role which demands inspirational leadership augmented by establishing high-

value strategic relationships both internally and externally.  

Our first hire is likely to be the future CEO or President of Berwick Partners US. There may well be a 

senior secondee from the Berwick UK firm in order to help set the tone; one of collaboration and 

respect. 

Initially, the key sectors we will focus on are: 

◼ Healthcare and Life Sciences 

◼ Industrial 

◼ Tech 

◼ Consumer, Retail & Leisure 

These mirror many of the sectors where we have established UK Search consultants and where our US 

business has already established critical mass. 

Focus for the first 12 months  

The role of the CEO will evolve as the business does. In the early days it will be transactional and 

strategic, requiring a much more hands on approach and the ability to switch between strategy, 

execution and of course client work. The key facets of the role: 

◼ Building internal relationships 

◼ Hiring a team 

◼ Hands on recruitment and client development work 
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Key Activities 

◼ Lead the expansion, development and implementation of the Berwick Partners US (BPUS) offering 

◼ Accountability for the successful management of BPUS – ensuring the timeliness and quality of all 

deliverables, in full alignment with the overall group strategy 

◼ Build a successful team that is aligned to meet the needs of the business and is highly motivated 

to meet and exceed aggressive performance-based objectives 

◼ Enable team to meet solutions growth and profitability targets 

◼ Establish, lead and manage the team ensuring that all direct reports are appropriately managed, 

and that everyone has up to date and accurate job description, targets and personal objectives, 

linked to business objectives and behaviours, with regular reviews of development needs 

◼ Ensure full participation in the performance development review process and maintain an up to 

date record of all training and development activities/programmes 

◼ Operate teams within budget and effective cost management  

◼ Provide feedback on competitor activity and accurate and timely market impact assessments as 

required 

◼ Maintain close liaison with all internal teams across the group ensuring cooperation where 

possible and beneficial, and make recommendations in respect of other relevant profitable 

activities as necessary  

◼ Create and effectively manage strong and long-lasting relationships with key individuals at senior 

levels internationally  

◼ Operate as part of a cohesive Leadership Team, contributing to the overall strategic direction of 

the business 

◼ Support the behaviour of team working, sharing best practice and collaborating with colleagues 

outside of own sphere of business 

◼ Act and behave in a way compliant with all company guidelines and policies, especially those 

relating to values and behaviours, ethics and codes of conduct, as it is through living our values 

that we strengthen the culture of our business 

◼ Potential national and international travel required 
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Qualifications and Experience 

◼ Educated to Degree level or equivalent  

◼ May have MBA or equivalent 

◼ Significant experience in executive search, professional or managerial level search or contingent 

recruitment both as a leader and practitioner 

◼ Proven relationship building skills with clients, candidates and internal teams 

◼ Extensive track record of success in leading teams and successfully developing strategic initiatives 

 

Personal Attributes: 

 

◼ A strategic mind-set, comfortable working as part of a team in a complex global environment  

◼ A high degree of cultural awareness and ability to operate across different nationalities 

◼ An inspirational leader of teams across national locations 

◼ Results orientated with a high level of energy and focus on execution and delivery 

◼ The gravitas and presence to influence at Board level 

◼ Ability to identify commercial issues and areas of business risk  

◼ Ability to communicate effectively, in writing and verbally 

Key Competencies 

Driving & Delivering Results ◼ Delivers performance that stands out in own business 

area 

◼ Energised by creating better ways of doing things, so 

that higher levels of performance are possible 

◼ Introduces incremental improvements to enhance 

performance in own area, using robust analysis and 

benchmarking    

◼ Works smarter, not just harder, and learns from 

mistakes 

Leading People ◼ Agrees responsibilities based on insight into an 

individual’s competencies as well as experience, taking 

calculated risks where appropriate 

◼ Empowers the team to identify and solve problems, 

providing necessary support 

◼ Creates a clear sense of team identity and holds team 

accountable for meeting collective goals 

◼ Rewards individual initiatives beyond expectations to 

advance the common goal  

Strategic Decision Making 
◼ Analyses and uses evidence to evaluate options before 

arriving at well-reasoned justifiable decisions. These 

decisions will transform the business in the long term, 
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whilst taking into account the potential for short term 

business unit conflicts. Is able to step beyond accepted 

thinking to create new business concepts 

◼  

Business Awareness 
◼ Focuses on implementing ways to improve profitability 

◼ Looks beyond the immediate facts in making value-

creating decisions, combining hard data and personal 

insights 

◼ Acts quickly and prioritises opportunities within own 

area of responsibility  

Collaboration & Influencing ◼ Brings people together across boundaries to achieve 

results as a team and share best practices 

◼ Actively engages colleagues to make joint decisions 

◼ Uses understanding of others and self to work more 

effectively together and actively resolve conflicts 

◼ Takes calculated risks to advance a collaborative 

relationship  

Customer Focus 
◼ Thinks from client’s perspective and continually delivers 

improved offerings that provide win/win impact 

◼ Shares information and ideas with clients, and 

challenges and stands up to them as appropriate 

◼ Takes appropriate actions beyond standard business 

practice in the interest of the client 

◼ Identifies and develops best practices for working with 

or adding value to the client, and champions among 

colleagues/stakeholders 

Driving Change  ◼ Encourages others to pursue opportunities for change 

◼ Takes action to influence specific individuals, such as 

giving them a part to play in the change effort 

◼ Publicly tracks the progress of the change in order to 

keep people engaged 

◼ Engages with people throughout the change process 

to understand and address emotional reactions and 

maintain commitment 

  


